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A GENERALIZATION OF A THEOREM OF J. HOLUB

YURI ABRAMOVICH

(Communicated by John B. Conway)

Abstract. We present here a simple proof of the following result: Let X be

an arbitrary C(K) or Lx(p) space and let T: X —► X be an arbitrary linear

continuous operator. Then for at least one choice of signs.

||/±71 = 1 + ||71|.

This is a slightly generalized version of a recent result due to J. Holub [4].

In a recent work [4] J. Holub has proved the following surprising result: If T

is an arbitrary (continuous, linear) operator in the Banach space C[0,1] of all

continuous functions on the unit interval [0,1], then for some y e {1, - 1}

||/+ 771 =l + ||:r||.

In other words either T or -T or both satisfy the so-called Daugavet equation.

We refer to [2, 6] for a history on the Daugavet equation and to [2, 4, 5] for

some related results. The aim of this article is to present a very simple proof of

this (or rather, of a slightly more general) result, which allows one to understand

its geometrical nature. We use the standard terminology and notations relating

to Banach spaces, Banach lattices, and operators on them and we refer to [3]

for all undefined terms.

Recall that a compact Hausdorff space Q is said to be extremally disconnected

if the closure of every open subset of Q is again open.

Due to a well-known theorem of L. V. Kantorovich [3, Theorem 1.13] each

T G L(C(Q),C(Q)) has a modulus \T\ e L(C(Q),C(Q)) and, moreover,
II 1^1 II = II F\\, where L(X ,X) denotes, as usual, the space of all operators on

a Banach space X .

The key to our proof lies in making use of the following formula (due to

the author [1], [3, Theorem 3.16]) for evaluating \T\. Namely, for an arbitrary

xeCiQ)+,

(1) |F|(x) = sup{7> -Tix-e):ee &ix)},

where the supremum is taken over the set W(x) of all components of x . Recall

that an element e is a component of x provided e/\ix-e) = 0. In case x = 1,
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the constant 1 function, the set ^(1) is simply the set of all characteristic

functions xA of open and closed subsets A of Q.

Theorem 1. Let X be an arbitrary C(A") or Lxip) space and let T e LiX ,X).

Then, for at least one y e {1, - 1},

(2) ||/+ 771= 1 + 1171.

Proof. Let at first X = C(ß), where Q is an extremally disconnected compact

Hausdorff space. It is plain that each positive operator R : X —» X satisfies

\\R\\ = \\R1\\ and thus

||r|| = |||r||| = |||r|(i)|| = sup{(|r|i)(?):ieß}.

This implies that for each e > 0 there exists a q0 e Q and a closed and open

neighborhood Viq0) of q0 such that

(3) (|r|l)(í')>||r||-e,      Vî'eK(io).

In particular,

(3') \T\l>f:=i\\T\\-8)Xv{qo) + i\T\l)xQXV{qo).

Now, to evaluate |7"]1 we will apply (1):

\T\1 = sup{Te - Til -e):ee&il)}.

In view of (3') there exist e e ^(1) and q e Viq0) such that

(4) iTe-Til-e))iq)>\\T\\-e.

If we put x — e — (1 — e) = 2e — 1, then (4) may be rewritten as

iTx)iq)>\\T\\-e.

Obviously |x| = 1 and thus, xiq) = 1 or -1. Let xiq) = 1 . Then

||7 + r||>||(/ + r)(x)|| = ||x + rx||

(5) > xiq) + iTx)iq) = l + iTx)iq)

> l + ||r||-e.

If xiq) = -1 , then

(6) || - / + 71 > -xiq) + (7x)(<7) >l + \\T\\-e.

Since e is arbitrary, (6) and (5) imply (2) in the special case under consid-

eration.

The general case follows immediately from this one. Indeed, if X is an

Lxip) space, then X* is a C(Q) space with an extremally disconnected Q

and hence (for an appropriate sign)

p ± 71 = ||/* ± r*|| = i + ||r*|| = i + ||r||.

Finally, if X is an arbitrary CiK) space, then X* is an Lx(p) space and

again we can go to the conjugate operator.
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Remarks. 1. The above idea of the proof can be briefly expressed as follows:

For a given e > 0, we can find an x G C(ß) and a q e Q such that \xiq)\ =

\\x\\ = 1 and \Tx(q)\ > \\T\\ - e . Obviously this implies (2).
2. The same proof remains valid for an arbitrary AM-space and, thus, the

following is true:

Theorem 2. Let X be an arbitrary AL- or AM-space and let T e LiX, X).

Then either \\I + T\\ or \\I - T\\ equals 1 + ||71.

3. A similar approach based on the Banach lattice theory makes it possible to

obtain a simple proof of the results connected with Holub's generalizations of

the Daugavet theorem to weakly compact operators. These results will appear

elsewhere [2]. This is just the case when the Daugavet equation is valid for both

signs. We mention incidentally that another proof of Theorem 2, a proof based

on the theory of orthomorphisms, has also been found by K. D. Schmidt.

Added in proof. I am thankful to Professor A. T. Wickstead for informing me

that prior to the work of J. Holub the same property of operators was also

discovered by J. Duncan, C. M. McGregor, J. D. Price, and A. J. White in the

article "The numerical index of a normed space" [J. London Math. Soc. (2) 2

(1970), 481-488.]
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